A GOURMET JOURNEY

eateries cementing their fame when the Michelin
Guide began awarding stars in the early 1930s: La
Mère Brazier in Lyon (1921), Point in Vienne (1925),

E D I TORI A L PI ECE

Maison Pic in Valence (1934), La Côte d’Or at Saulieu,
Le Petit Nice Passedat (1952), Bocuse at Collonges
near Lyon (1958), Hiély-Lucullus at Avignon (1953),

hallmark of French culture, associated with quality,
sophistication, even romanticism. From outside, it is
France’s leading tourist attraction, but inside it is also
deeply tied to a strong French tradition of passing
down knowhow from generation to generation. Now
listed by UNESCO as part of humanity’s intangible
cultural heritage, the ‘Gastronomic meal of the
French’ owes much of its renown to the many chefs
who strived to share their knowhow with a wider
audience, but also to the very French art of eating
and drinking well. What makes it so exceptional is
the diaspora of disciplines it encompasses: pastry
and confectioneries, breadmaking, traditional
recipes, exceptional wines, local produce and
regional specialities.

Vallée de la Gastronomie-France® is staged in a
part of France that rose the ranks of gastronomy
over the course of various episodes in French
history, and—like any good meal—is nourished by an
array of influences: winemaking by the Cistercian
monks, Italian culture during the Renaissance,
the Avignon Papacy, imports arriving by river
and regional specialities shipped out with the
country’s new regional rail networks. The region was

and others.

It is here, in this exceptionally gifted foodscape,
that for the first time in the long history of French
gastronomy, three big regions—Auvergne-RhôneAlpes, Bourgogne-Franche-Comté and ProvenceAlpes-Côte d’Azur—have joined forces and mobilized
their assets to launch a new tourist destination
called Vallée de la Gastronomie-France® placebranded around gastronomy, wine tasting, and local
terroir produce.

Its ambition is simple: to propose a sensational
selection of food-themed offers and experiences
designed to showcase the exceptional range and
endless depth found in these 3 regions in a way that
connects with today’s travellers looking for a sense of
authenticity.

Vallée de la Gastronomie-France® in France federates
the food tourism community around sharing
passion and excellence. It will offer quality food and

LA VALLÉE DE LA GASTRONOMIE-FRANCE®

French gastronomy boasts worldwide acclaim. It is a

wine experiences to a broad-spectrum audience
in a diverse range of natural and built landscapes,
helping to drive the local economy and add
territorial attractiveness.

always destined to rank among the world’s great
gastronomical homelands—long before the bigname restaurants opened doors and made its fame.

It was effectively post-war development of tourism,
the automobile and leisure-time that turned the
Nationale 6 and Nationale 7 axis down the Saône
valley then along the Rhône into a holiday route.
Posthouses became inns, and some even became
renowned addresses, with a number of roadside
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CON T EN T S
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3 R EG I ON S
CON V E RGE I N TO
A 1 -OF - A - K I N D
D E S T I N AT I ON

The Cité Internationale de la
Gastronomie-Lyon: The ‘International
City of Gastronomy’ opened doors in

The territory covered by Vallée de la

autumn 2019 to cement and crown Lyon’s

Gastronomie-France , between Dijon, home

worldwide renown as gastronomy capital

to the Dukes of Burgundy, and Marseille

of the world. This unique site, midway

articulates a thousand-year-old trade route

between museum and heritage interpretive

that today traverses 3 big administrative

centre, has invested Grand Hôtel Dieu

regions. Reaching across more than 75,000

where it celebrates the art of eating well for

km², it follows the emblematic corridor that

better health.

®

cuts through the country and down to the
Mediterranean.
The Pôle Gastronomie Provence—Marseille:
It coalesces the 3 regions it crosses around
a feature they share—they each play
host to showcase food-themed projects
materializing the ‘Gastronomic meal of the
French’ as part of humanity’s intangible
cultural heritage: the Cité Internationale de
la Gastronomie et du Vin—Dijon, the Cité
Internationale de la Gastronomie—Lyon, and
the Pôle Gastronomie Provence—Marseille.

After celebrating the Year of Gastronomy
in Provence in 2019, the event has been
renewed for 2020 with Marseille Provence
Gastronomie. The ambitious project is
to establish Provence as a gastronomic
destination by creating a dedicated site
in Marseille, a window into the heritage of
Provençal culinary tradition and excellence.
The objective is to create a cultural and
popular site, immerging the visitor in a

The Cité Internationale de la Gastronomie
et du Vin-Dijon: the brief for this project
is to showcase our famed food heritage
and its importance for our culture, our
economy, and our social fabric; to pass
down French gastronomic traditions to
future generations by combining playful
experience with serious science in order
to tear down the barriers between learned
and popular culture; to federate audiences
around a pivotal part of our shared
French identity via an organic interpretive
space foregrounding French art de vivre
and celebrating our senses, techniques,
knowledge and knowhow.
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unique experience, through discovery and
hands-on activities, not only tasting but
understanding through the transformation
and sublimation of local produce. The Pôle
Gastronomie Provence will enhance the
historical identity of the Provençal meal
by incorporating a new wind of modernity,
whilst recognising the importance of
intergenerational family cuisine, forged
from the tradition of picking and harvesting
from a fertile and fruitful land, kissed by
the sea and sun, optimising the creativity of
local chefs, farmers and artisans whom are
reinventing the taste of their childhoods.
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200 OFFERS ACROSS THE 3 REGIONS

INCLUDING

30 OUTSTANDING EXPERIENCES

ARLES
AIX-EN-PROVENCE

MARSEILLE

HOW TO GET THERE
By car > A6 and A7 motorways
By plane > International airports nearby: Lyon, Geneva, Paris, Marseille
By train > TGV stations: Besançon, Dijon, Mâcon, Lyon, Valence,
Avignon, Marseille
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D I S COV E R A L A ND
OF PLENTY
From Dijon and its continental influences
through Lyon and along the Saône and
Rhône rivers down to Mediterranean
Provence runs a natural artery feeding
through local terroirs, offering a stunning
palette of landscapes through which
vineyards, orchards and prairies unfurl.

For millennia, this corridor has harnessed
a river of influences carrying produce and
bubbling ideas, bringing all kinds of people
together. Artisans, restauranteurs, farmers
and winegrowers have become custodians
of local tradition, which they use to nurture
the best of their terroirs.

Vallée de la Gastronomie-France® harnesses
this long-held land of plenty and excellence
in produce, pulling together a selection of
offers to wake the senses, with each terroir
contributing to an extraordinary diversity
of products, experiences and knowhows.
From north to south, through vineyard tours
and authentic tastes (mustard from Dijon,
nougat from Montélimar, calissons from
Aix-en-Provence) and back to unearthing
the secrets of truffles, visitors to Vallée
de la Gastronomie-France® can pick from
an array of opportunities to meet the
custodians of French gastronomy—the men
and women devoted to growing, preparing
and cooking its many treasures.
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FR E SH N E W
E X P ERI EN CES
Today’s travellers are flocking to places that
foreground local culture. Tourists looking for a
sense of authenticity go for destinations that offer
a departure from the norm—that offer chances to

want to break out of the tourist mould and find
transformative experiences that they will perceive
as authentic if they connect to real life and the real

Nourishing this quest for discovery are a set of values,

people, places and stories that hold a community

typically:

together.

• Sharing excellence, knowhow, and moments spent
together.

Meetings with local communities help travellers
grow and share creativity, and thus make memorable
experiences that shape where they choose to travel.
This quest to find a sense of authenticity is based on
everything that expresses a community’s identity,
and chiefly its traditions, which offers a showcase
for its culture, its heritage, its history. If the activities
on offer also promote development of the local
economy, then they will be embraced by tourists who
are looking to give meaning to the way they travel.

• Communityship felt between professionals and
visitors, and between local visitors and those from
afar.
• Generous people, freely offering up their knowhow
and their sense of hospitality, but also generous soil
that freely offers up top-quality produce every season.

All these values together are touchstone guarantees

LA VALLÉE DE LA GASTRONOMIE-FRANCE®

meet and exchange with real people. Travellers

of an exceptional experience—one that tourists
leave with the impression they have lived a
precious unscripted moment, as well as a better
understanding of the place they visited, because they
were able to connect with the local people. “I lived
the experience!” could well make the tagline placebranding this quest for a sense of authenticity that
the new tourist destination aims to offer.
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G E T TO
S H ARE PA S S I ON
AN D EXCEL L EN CE

unique tastes’—the artisans, the restauranteurs,
the farmers, the winegrowers—along with
tour operators, and make this community the
custodians and ambassadors of the acclaimed
‘Gastronomic meal of the French’ now listed by
UNESCO as part of humanity’s intangible cultural

The development of this new first-of-its-kind

heritage.

tourist offer embodies a lofty ambition: to
become a flagship gourmet destination with

Vallée de la Gastronomie-France®, as focal

international reach.

federative force for all the farm-to-fork supply
chains behind our wine and our gastronomy, will

The initiative looks way beyond a straightforward

also be a driver of strong economic growth and

tourist experience, as it also sets out to federate

a showcase for the attractiveness of the three big

a network of local value-chain actors who ‘create

regions it crosses and wider France in general.

GAIN
INTERNATIO NAL
REAC H
To carve out a position in the international
tourism landscape, the new place-brand
destination proposes a selection of quality-led
offers that is set to grow fast, as all 3 project
partner regions aim to expand the panel by 2025.

This surge in momentum over the next 5 years
will lend Vallée de la Gastronomie-France®
progressively wider reach in France and beyond
into the international arena. It is set to become
a landmark in the French tourism landscape,
attracting domestic tourists on the road south
and foreign tourists looking to find that elusive
French art de vivre.
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I M A GI N E
YO UR OWN
FOOD-T H E M ED
R OA D T RI P
Vallée de la Gastronomie-France® can tap into
the diversity on offer in each of its trio of regions
to propose a suite of experiences that people can
freely tailor into their own food-themed road trip
according to how much they love French food

Visitors get to piece together their own
programme: on foot around vineyards or in
lavender fields, initiation to the art of ripening
cheese with artisan cheesemakers, tasting niche
grape varieties, going behind the scenes in a
distillery, or getting to dine at a Michelin-starred
restaurant and meet the chef.

This panel of offers materializes through a
navigable route of gourmet stops, all easily
accessible at less than 45 minutes from an A6/A7
motorway exit.

LA VALLÉE DE LA GASTRONOMIE-FRANCE®

and how much they are ready to discover!
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OF F E RS
F OR F OODIES
Wine tasting lessons, cooking courses, tours
around vineyards, trufflegrounds or olive orchards,
top-flight fine dining or rootsy farmhouse dinner in
a B&B… Vallée de la Gastronomie-France® offers a
wealth of simple food-themed opportunities that
tourists can pick and mix to add spice and shape
to their food trail.

The offer programme currently counts 173
such options peppered across Vallée de la
Gastronomie-France®, and the number is set to rise
over the coming months and years.
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This selection currently counts 30 ‘at least once in
your life’ experiences. The selection eligibility criteria
have helped craft a polysensory food trail guaranteed
to leave an indelible mark in the visitor’s memory.

Sharing experiences, meeting larger-than-life

LA VALLÉE DE LA GASTRONOMIE-FRANCE®

O U TSTANDING
EXPERIENC ES

artisans, discovering ancestral knowhow—all are
unique opportunities for the visitor to connect with
winemakers or producers or get an inside look at
the world of a Michelin-starred chef. The visitor will
feel as if the moment is theirs, made for them—and
by them. The immersiveness of getting close to the
men and women who create unique tastes and stage
unforgettable moments is what frames exceptional
visitor experiences.
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‘SpeleOenology’—the Saint Marcel
d’Ardèche caves
Wine tourism with a difference, down in an
Ardèche cave

Winemakers in the south of Ardèche age
their wines underground, deep in the Saint
Marcel d’Ardèche cave. Thousands of bottles sit
alongside barrels, all maturing peacefully in the
underground half-light. This is the only place
in the world it happens, and it magnifies the
wine’s personality with incredible aromas that
catch even seasoned tasters off guard.

AN I N S I DE L OOK
AT O UT S TA N DI N G
E X P ERI EN CES

Here, a speleologist and a winegrower/maker
unveil terroir from a whole different angle.

Admire the monumental galleries left by the
fossil-age river, and finally try blind tasting at
nearly 100 m underground!

Immersive cuisine experience at the
Charlemagne in Pernand-Vergelesses
Cooking class with Chef Laurent Peugeot

The heart of Calisson—the Roy René

then pairing wines to dishes with the house

confectionery

sommelier.
The story of sweet taste, from nougat to the
Deep on the road through Burgundy’s

calisson d’Aix

finest vineyards, at Pernand-Vergelesses, is
a fantastic gastronomically and culturally

From nougat to the calisson d’Aix: Calissons du

eclectic restaurant called Le Charlemagne.

Roy René, a sweet family story of Provence. A

After a wander around the Japanese garden,

modern interpretive museum space tells the

you will feel at peace, your mind open and

story of the Calisson, gastronomic emblem of

ready to sit in the main room and take in

Aix-en-Provence. The Calisson museum puts on

stunning views across the vineyards that have

a guided tour followed by a live demo of how

forged the region’s worldwide renown. Chef

calissons are shaped and moulded—then you

Laurent Peugeot is all about foregrounding

get to taste them, warm and fresh out the oven.

the food, being woke to energies, creativity,
and well-honed technique, so that everything
can converge to take diners from continent
to continent via fabulous-tasting food. French
gastronomy meets Japanese knowhow.
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A N I N S I D E LO O K
AT OUT S TANDING EXPERIENC ES

DINNER BY ANNE SOPHIE PIC
MAISON PIC
‘SPELEOENOLOGY’
THE SAINT MARCEL D’ARDÈCHE CAVES

BOURGOGNEFRANCHE-COMTÉ
IMMERSIVE CUISINE EXPERIENCE
THE CHARLEMAGNE IN PERNANDVERGELESSES

PROVENCE-ALPESCÔTE D’AZUR
MAS SAINT GERMAIN
MANADE IN THE CAMARGUE
IMMERSIVE WINE-TASTING OUT IN
THE VINES
BEAUMES DE VENISE

UNEARTH THE SECRETS OF
TRUFFLES
DOMAINE DE MONTINE

FROM UNDERGROUND TO ON THE
PLATE, UNEARTH THE SECRETS OF
BURGUNDY TRUFFLES IN THE CÔTE
DE NUITS
OR DES VALOIS

PICNIC, WINEGROWER-STYLE
DOMAINE DE MONTINE

WINE HARVEST EXPERIENCE
CHÂTEAU DE POMMARD

HANDS-ON VINEYARD WORKSHOP
TERRE DE SYRAH CAVE DE TAIN

SHARE ARTISAN KNOWHOW DEEP
IN THE ORCHARDS
DISTILLERIE MANGUIN

CELLAR TOURS AND PRIVATE
WINE-TASTING SESSION
CHÂTEAU DE MEURSAULT

WEEKEND TRUFFLE ADVENTURE
CHÂTEAU DE MASSILLAN

GOURMET VIENNE, ON THE
FERNAND POINT TRAIL
VIENNE CONDRIEU TOURISME
WINEGROWER FOR A DAY...
WINEGROWER FOR LIFE
AUBERGE DE CLOCHEMERLE
CHEESE AND WINE TASTING
DOMAINE BRISSON
WINE-HARVESTING WORKSHOP,
FROM THE GRAPE TO THE WINE
DOMAINE MICHELAS SAINT-JEMMS
WINE TASTING TRUCK
CHÂTEAU DE JULIENAS

TAKE YOUR WINE TASTING HIGHER
ON THE ROCHE DE SOLUTRÉ
ENOCULTURE
A DAY DISCOVERING BURGUNDY,
MAISON D’OLIVIER LEFLAIVE IN
PULIGNY-MONTRACHET

THE HEART OF CALISSON
THE ROY RENÉ CONFECTIONERY

AN INSIDER’S PROVENCE
OUSTEAU DE BAUMANIÈRE
A GOURMET GETAWAY IN
MARSEILL
LE PETIT NICE, PASSEDAT

THE EMOTIONS TOUR IN THE CÔTE
DE NUITS
BURGUNDY EMOTIONS

AN EVENING PAIRING WINES TO
DISHES
HOSTELLERIE DU CHÂTEAU DES FINES
ROCHES

GASTRONOMIC GETAWAY
THE RELAIS BERNARD LOISEAU
SAULIEU

WINE, GASTRONOMY & MODERN
ART
CHÂTEAU LA COSTE

A FOOD-TRAIL TOUR OF DIJON’S
STARRING DELICACIES
OT DIJON MÉTROPOLE

SPA WELLNESS WITH TASTES
OF THE SOUTH AT COQUILLADE
VILLAGE
LUBÉRON

MICHELIN-STARRED CUISINE AND
EXCEPTIONAL WINE
CHÂTEAU MONT-JOLY IN SAMPANS

OUSTEAU DE BAUMANIÈRE
LES BAUX-DE-PROVENCE

LA VALLÉE DE LA GASTRONOMIE-FRANCE®

AUVERGNERHÔNE-ALPES
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Exceptional

products

exceptional

encounters.

come

from

They

are

shaped by landscapes and climates,
and

crafted

by

patience

and

knowhow. It is here, at the source
of good taste, that Vallée de la
Gastronomie-France® invites visitors
to live, taste, and share the kind of
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